Multi-component seismic is increasingly being recognized not only as a solution to imaging problems, particularly where conventional seismic fails, but also as a tool for reservoir characterization. But geologists are often unenthusiastic to extract earth information from multi-mode seismic images because of their visual differences due to their own physical responses, and when the seismic images are equivalent the PS data does not provide any additional information by itself. The stratigraphic inversion is considered as a tool to transform seismic amplitude variations into petrophysical variations. With multicomponent acquisition, the AVA attributes of PP and PS modes are usually accessible, providing the additional shear wave information for a more constrained elastic inversion. Our inversion method simultaneously reconciles amplitude and time information from both PP and PS-wave data by equating the value of γ = V p /V s derived from the velocities or transit time ratio (γ t ) and the value derived from the reflectivity ratio (γ a ), providing not only the high-resolution of the V p /V s = γ r or the Poison ratio but also eventually V p , V s and densities (Garotta et al., 2000) . A trace by trace inversion using simulated annealing process was described by (Dariu et al., 2003) . In this paper we propose to examine some new possibilities and an extension of the method to 3D constraints in order to decrease the sensitivity to the noise and take into account the geological structure.
INTRODUCTION
The proposed approach can be described in two steps:
The first step is performed through a simulated annealing process to accurately derive an optimal and continuous V p /V s = γ r ratio, by considering both time and amplitude relationships between PP and PS data, and 3D constraints. The objective function is multimodal, multichannel and the parameter space is very large.
The second step possible after this first critical step uses the resulting γ r , which establishes a continuous correspondence between seismic times in the different wave modes, commonly called the PP/PS event registration. Since reflectivity equations related to a given geological boundary for different wave modes are associated in a simple equation system, seismic inversion for V p , V s and density can be derived using a variety of methods once V p /V s is determined at a fine scale.
AVA INVERSION METHODS
Assuming an isotropic environment and using Zoeppritz's equations, three AVA attributes should be enough to define the relative differences of three elastic parameters Vp, Vs and density. They could be three P mode attributes or two from P mode plus one from PS mode, or other combinations. In practice, the derivation is not easy because high order attributes are significant only at wide incidence but these are sensitive to side effects like stretching, TTI, anisotropy and contamination by other wave modes. With PP mode inversion, the accurate definition of the third attribute is recognised to be difficult, reliable only in very favorable conditions (marine dataset). Thus, P mode AVA inversion most often only uses two AVA parameters. The third one is replaced by other constraints: (Connolly, 1999) proposed to use a constant background for (V p /V s ) 2 , also in use are relationships linking V p or V s to density (Gardner et al., 1974) . Of course, the situation can be much more comfortable when additional information from well logs is available and can be accepted as remaining valid up to a certain distance. With PP/PS joint inversion two P mode attributes are retained, defined within a limited range of incidence (under 30 • ), the third is from the PS mode. The PS attribute, also delivered within limited incidence range is an additional challenge for inversion because it can be associated with P attributes only when it is produced by the same reflection, in other words when PP and PS propagation times are strictly associated. Most of the proposed routines compute independently P and S impedances then associate PP and PS times according to a V p /V s background, then deliver V p /V s as the ratio between I p and I s . In order to improve the V p /V s background, an intermediate registration step using four AVO attributes (two PP, two PS) has been proposed by (Khare et al., 2009) . In fact, such procedures imply two approximations: First, deriving I s from PS data is approximate while exact V p /V s is not defined. Second, each difference between the final I p /I s value and the V p /V s background value implies that the registration was not accurate. Again, the well log information can be of great help within the area where it can be extended.
The expression of the PP and PS reflectivity can be expressed as a function on the incidence angle, which leads to the definition of the AVA attributes R 0 , G pp and G ps used in this methodology. Using the definitions
and
and solving the equations for R 0 , G pp and G ps as defined in the Appendix, assuming anisotropy, leads to
This defines gamma from the amplitudes of the AVA parameters. However, in order for this method of calculation to be applicable, gamma must be known as it is directly present in the equation and also affects Gps. Furthermore by default G ps is measured in PS time, and a registration is necessary to bring Gps to PP time in order for it to be usable with PP attributes. The registration of PS to PP time can be done at a first step exploiting processing results of seismic velocities combined with user input, as discussed earlier. However, the process of the registration of PS to PP seismic data is equivalent to defining an a priori low frequency model of V p /V s , which should be compared with inversion result.
In the proposed method, instantaneous V p /V s can be defined by considering that two independent definitions should give the same result: V p /V s define from transit times and from PP-PS paired AVA attributes (Eq. 3). The Pairing of AVA attribute associated with the minimum difference between time and amplitude V p /V s sequences is obtained through non-linear optimization described in the following section. After defining V p /V s the remaining work is the definition of the density. However a system of three linear equations provides a straight forward solution provided the V p /V s value is not 2, which zeroes the determinant. Unfortunately two is a very common value for V p /V s . The density must therefore be defined in a subsequent stage, possibly involving H pp and/or H ps as defined in Equations (A-4) and (A-7) of the appendix, in order to avoid this inconvenience.
3D SIMULATED ANNEALING METHOD Basic principle
We propose to build on the method proposed by Dariu et al. (Dariu et al., 2003) to invert PP and PS data by exploiting this property, by refining it and adding three dimensional constraints. This method relies on estimating for any V p /V s model a mismatch between (∆γ/γ) a as defined by equation (3) and (∆γ/γ) t defined by the a priori model. In order to minimize this mismatch and converge towards the model which best explains the seismic attributes, a simulated annealing algorithm is used. Given appropriate conditioning of the study, this has the specificity and advantage of being purely numerical and based on seismic data. The results can then independently be compared to any appropriate well data or other knowledge.
At each stage of the calculation an a priori model for gamma exists at each bin, and it will be perturbed randomly on a single bin at a time sample. The gamma models before and after random perturbation are used to calculate a global energy state E in each state. The cost function used is then F = E 2 − E 1 , where E 2 is the energy state after perturbation, and E 1 before perturbation. The simulated annealing methodology requires the perturbation to be rejected or conserved depending on the cost function. If F < 0, i.e. if the perturbed model is a better match, the random modification is never rejected and thus always conserved. If F > 0, the random modification is qualified as less interesting and rejected with probability exp(−F/T ), where T is the temperature, used to control the convergence as is required (Dariu et al., 2003) .
Critical stages of this method are the initiation and calibration. Initiation requires the user to define a time window in both PP and PS. This, as well as limiting the study to the area of interest, defines an average interval V p /V s which will be used as the first a priori low frequency gamma model. The optimal initial temperature will then be estimated by making a first run of the algorithm. Alternately, the user can define top and bottom horizons to define the time window, and in that case modify the expression of E 3d (defined in the next section) to take account of the known dip in the survey in the case of the 3D inversion. Furthermore, the relative amplitude of the seismic signals is a critical as after the seismic processing the relative amplitude of PP and PS can be lost. Therefore a relative recalibration of the PP and PS AVA attributes is necessary in each case.
3D inversion
In the 3D inversion, each energy state is defined as the sum of three different contributions, such that:
where E mod , E 3d and E num are the three different type of contributions to the cost function, respectively for the V p /V s model, the three dimensional contribution and for numerical stability.
E mod introduced by Dariu et al. is the Energy function associated with the mismatch between (∆γ/γ) a derived from Eq. (3) and (∆γ/γ) t on each trace using an L 2 norm:
Any random modification at any time at a single bin will effectively modify the contribution to E mod at that bin only. As the final cost function is the difference of the energy states before and after perturbation, in practice the sum over the different bins P x,y can be omitted, and E mod only calculated at the bin where the model has been perturbed. E 3d is the spatial contribution which is introduced to take account of topology and to stabilize results. It is defined as the difference between the value of V p /V s at the modified bin and time, written γ , and values γ(x, y,t) in the vicinity, using a weighted L 2 norm.
where x and y are defined as the coordinates relative to the modified bin, t is the time difference relative to the modified value, and the weighting function f (x, y,t) is defined as :
where g λ is the Gaussian function of variance λ 2 , l = p x 2 + y 2 is the horizontal distance between the considered bin and the modified bin, λ is the characteristic horizontal distance of expected correlations and τ is the expected vertical spread.
Figure 1: Graphical representation of f (x, y,t) as defined in Eq. (7), using arbitrary values for λ and τ. The two axis are x the horizontal position relative to the modified bin, and t the time difference between the considered value and the modified value.
This shape of constraints lets us compare the values of the perturbed V p /V s with local values within a space which in a 2D vertical cut resembles a "bow tie" (Fig. 1) . This is motivated by the fact that one expects the values of V p /V s to be essentially correlated locally with values at the same depth or a little further away depending on the possible local dips in the media. The parameters λ and τ which define the spatial extension of this "bow tie" must be chosen as a consequence of the expected topology of the studied volume. On top of this profile, identified horizons can be used as a guide for f , in which case t will be defined as the time difference relative to the horizon containing the modified value.
The final term, E num , corresponds to a low frequency background model, or a reference model. This term assists the convergence of the algorithm.
DATA EXAMPLES First example
A good quality OBC dataset was selected to make a first test of the algorithm in an area where a shear sonic log was recorded. Figure 2 shows the comparison between the trace by trace inversion results and the new multichannel inversion results with the derived Vp/Vs log from the well information. The results, although using limited spatial constraints, reveal in Figure 2c a layering consistent with the well log. Some discontinuities remained, but as seen in Figure 2d applying a consistent structural filtering (Traonmilin and Herrmann, 2008) can assist in extracting the useful information.
Second example
The second example was more ambitious to process, due to on which is applied a structural filtering using the PP seismic stacks as guides. low signal to noise ratio at the raw data level and different frequency content between PP and PS responses. This is a 3D land dataset where the visual correlation of the migrated PP and PS images is not obvious (Fig. 3) . The challenge starts at the data conditioning stage. Particular care was taken to ensure the relative amplitudes preservation for both mode waves during the preprocessing phase and analysis of possible shear wave splitting were also conducted on the PS data.
A preliminary registration based on the main horizon was used to identify the zone of interest with the available well information. Unfortunately no dipole sonic was recorded in this survey area. A time window of 800ms was selected around the reservoir zone, where the V p /V s background was computed from horizons to initiate and limit the inversion process. Two migrated angle stacks were used from the PP data and one angle stack was used from the PS data for the inversion of V p /V s . Taking into account the topology in this survey, the inversion was applied using characteristic horizontal length λ = 5 measured in bins, and τ = 2ms.
The result of the inversion is illustrated in Figure 4 . Apart from a low frequency trend with a transition around 1750ms, one can see some fine scale events with thin layers where the inversion identifies consistent drops of the value of V p /V s at around 1750ms and 1930ms. These events correlate with local reduced values of the P impedance, as seen on the well log to the right of Figure 4 . Furthermore, as is illustrated in Figure 5 , the PS seismic data can be squeezed to PP time using the fine scale inverted V p /V s . Although this has only a qualitative value as the correlation is in reality defined by Eq. (3), it shows the process and can be used as a verification tool. Fig. 3 , the PS seismic data rescaled to PP time is shown in the red box. The rescaling was done using the V p /V s result of the three dimensional inversion shown in the blue box.
CONCLUSION
This improved inversion methodology enables us to extract a fine scale model of V p /V s which gives the best fit to the observed multicomponent seismic amplitudes in a 3D survey, using minimal other information. This in turn will allow us to consider in a second stage the inversion of other parameters, such as density.
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APPENDIX A AVA ATTRIBUTES
The expression of the PP and PS reflectivity can be expressed as a function of the incidence angle. As defined by (Thompsen, 2002) we then have in the general case:
and 
